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COMPREHENSION: 
Read the texts then answer the questions: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A. True or false (justify if it’s false): (4pnts) 
1. Angie’s house is new -------------- 

2. Angie and her sister have got a small bedroom -------------- 

3. Natasha’s bedroom is big -------------- 

4. Natasha’s bookcase is orange -------------- 

GRAMMAR: 
A. Circle the correct word: (2pnts) 

1. This / these is my new watch. 

2. Is that / those a belt?  

3. Are these / those your sunglasses over there? 

4. That / these are my new shoes. 

B. Fill the blank with the correct possessive adective: (2pnts)   
1. James is at ----------------school. 

2. My sister and I have got a room. ----------- room is big. 

3. The dog is nice. ------------------cage is in the garden. 

4. I’ve got a family. ----------------family is small. 

C. Choose a or b: (2pnts) 
1. my--------------- favourite subject is Maths. He’s very good at it. 

a   brother’s     b   brothers’ 

2. ------------------cat is this? It’s Ryan’s. 
        a  Who’s      b whose 

3. my --------------------- names are Christina and Joanna. 
                      a  Sister’s       b sisters’ 

4. that big house is  -------------------. 
a  Natalie      b Natalie’s 

 
 
 
 

I live in a new house. Downstairs, there’s a living room, a kitchen and a bathroom. Upstairs there are two 
bedrooms. My parents have got a small bedroom, but my sister and I have got a big bedroom. The problem is 
that I hate our room. It’s got pink furniture. You see, pink is my sister’s favourite colour. We’ve got a pink 
desk, wardrobe and bookcase! I don’t want a pink room. I want a colourful and modern bedroom. 
Angie, 13 

Our new flat has got two bedrooms, a kitchen, a living room and a bathroom. My bedroom is quite small and 
all the furniture is old, so the room doesn’t look nice. I just hate my orange bookcase and my brown desk. I 
want a modern bedroom with pink furniture. 
Natasha, 14 

Her  /  its  / his /  my  / our  / their 
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Reporter   /   favourite   /   furnished   /   dress 

VOCABULARY: 
A. Complete the sentences with the correct words from the box below: (2pnts) 

 
 

1. What is your -------------------------- colour? “Red” 

2. Ted has got a ------------------------- house.  

3. I ‘ve got a new ------------------------- for the party. 

4. I’ve got a television interview with a sport star. I’m a sport ---------------------------- 

B. Match 
1. Clothes                             a)  a room 

2. Washing                           b)  shop 

3. Living                                c)   number 

4. Phone                               d)  machine 

Order the words to make sentences: 

Is  /   red   /  this   /  father’s  /   my   /  car. 

got   /  any  /   hasn’t /    Joe  /  pets. 

WRITING: 
Write a small paragraph about your room: 
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